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Do you have enough “reason to change”?
This edition of the EBU Technical Review includes articles about different aspects of HDTV and
“broadcasting to handhelds”.  These are two very important technology advances and the articles
that follow in this issue provide important information on their current status.

But what makes new technologies most successful?  Currently, there are over 150 HDTV channels
available in Europe – and the number continues to grow, in spite of the recession.  Fine progress!
But if we look back to our early dream – which was a “European surge in demand for HDTV” in 2005,
with the football World Cup taking place at that time – we would have to admit that the rollout is, well,
successful ... but slower than we thought it would be.  Could we have foreseen this?

The technology for broadcasting to mobiles has made an impact in Europe and there are opera-
tional services in some countries.  But overall, we would have to confess that the rollout has been
much slower than we thought it would be – in spite of pushes from the European Commission.  Why
has this happened?  Should we have worked this out?

Though not directly broadcasting, for the sake of drawing on the experience, we might also want to
take a sideways look at Digital Cinema.  This is a parallel “digital switchover” situation.  Though
broadcasters do not make feature films, they may be concerned with serving cinemas in the future
with “Alternative Content” (non-features such as sports events or concerts shown in cinemas).  It is
thus interesting for us to observe this other “switchover”.  Arguably this has also been “extremely
slow” in some countries.  What were the reasons?

In addition, we know that one of the “hottest” topics around is “3D TV”.  3D movies are seen as the
saviour of the cinema, and many standards groups are now investigating its cousin, 3D TV.  But
what will really happen here?

It may be useful to ask why digital rollouts have been as we thought they would be, or slower than
we thought, and whether we can learn from the past when we consider the next generation of media.

In a short editorial like this, we cannot consider – in any detail or rigour – the why’s and wherefores
of the different technology rollouts.  But to set readers thinking, en route to the richer fare in this
Review, we have prepared a rudimentary and simplified set of tables which are given below.

Our hypothesis is that, for any given new technology, there will be positive and negative factors at
work, influencing the success of the change.  These factors will be different for the different parts of
the value chain, and will have different strengths.  We call the positive factors “why change?”, and
the negative factors “why not change?” in the tables below.
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We have made gross simplifications of the value chains in each case, and the reader’s job neverthe-
less is to consider whether the tables are anything close to being “fair”.

We need to ask ourselves how “heavy” are the elements in the “why change?” column compared to
those in the next column to it.  If they are “much heavier” the service has a good chance of success,
and vice-versa.

The more balanced they are, rather than all being in the positive, the greater is the risk of there being
a slower rollout or, put another way, the chances of having no success with the rollout rise.

High Definition Television       

Broadcasting to handhelds       

Digital Cinema        

3D TV       

Why change? Why not change?

Broadcaster Maintain audience
(in an HDTV world)

Re-equipment needed
New skills needed

Equipment manufacturer Sales opportunity

Viewer More attractive viewing experience
Nice furniture

New display needed

Why change? Why not change?

Broadcaster / Network operator Increased reach Costs of transmitter network
Lack of terrestrial spectrum

Equipment manufacturer Sales opportunity

Viewer TV “anywhere” New equipment needed
Subscription or VoD

Why change? Why not change?

Film maker Reduced production cost
Easier post-production

New skills needed

Distributor Reduced distribution cost
Immediate distribution

Cinema owner No new revenue
New skills needed

Why change? Why not change?

Broadcaster Audience attractor Constraints on production grammar
New equipment needed

Equipment  manufacturer Sales opportunity
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You will form you own opinion, but our estimate of the weights of the columns is that they essentially
reflect what has happened in practice.

HDTV has the “heaviest” positive elements, though it is not a landslide victory.

Broadcasting to handhelds has more weight than we would like in the “why not change?” column, so
this could be seen as a “higher risk” technology.

Digital Cinema’s success has national variations, but its “Achilles’ heel” is that the cinema owners
lack reasons in the “why change” column.  The only way forward may be to subsidise their cinema
transition.

For 3D TV, there is probably more in the “why not change” column than we would like, but the stun-
ning first impression by viewers is likely to make at least some services start.

From these observations, can we define any “golden rules”?  They could be the following:

1) For each separate element of the value chain, there must be a strong balance in the “why
change?” column.  The more there is in the “why not change” column, the higher the risk of a
slow rollout or possibly a failure.

2) One of the most important elements is that if any one of the value chain elements does not have
the magic dust – a major reason to change – then probably the change will not happen at all.
Everyone must gain something, or the ship will not sail.

What do you think?

David Wood
Deputy Director, EBU Technical

26 March 2009

Editorials Archive

Viewer Very high impact on first exposure New equipment needed
Stereopsis eye fatigue

Glasses needed
Novelty may “wear off”
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Quentin Howard
President, WorldDMB Forum

The WorldDMB Digital Radio Receiver Profiles are designed to help create a vibrant
digital radio market across Europe and beyond ... by defining minimum functionality
for different classes of digital radio receivers that use the Eureka-147 family of
standards.  This provides a new level of confidence to all those involved in digital
radio: to the broadcasters ... that the services they plan will be receivable; to the
manufacturers ... that their technology investments will be supported by services;
and to the consumers, knowing that their radio receiver will provide a consistent
experience and assured levels of interoperability across Europe.

Creating the WorldDMB Receiver Profiles required new levels of understanding between broad-
casters and receiver manufacturers, as well as agreement on the functions and features that could
reasonably be included in digital radio receivers.  The agreement has also removed some ambigui-
ties that surrounded DAB/DAB+ and DMB, by harmonising the operation of the Eureka-147 family of
standards.  This offers a clearer set of propositions for digitizing radio, together with greater freedom
for broadcasters and regulators to adapt digital radio in the future – without having to re-invent or
change their chosen standard. 

The process started at the 2008 EBU Technical Committee in Mainz (Germany) and was announced
at IBC-2008 last September.  Since then, a great deal of interest has been expressed by regulators,
broadcasters and manufacturers – including the automobile industry – and there is a strong inertia
behind this harmonised worldwide standard for digital radio.

Listeners are consumers
Historically, radio broadcasters have not been particularly concerned with the design of the radio
devices on which their services are to be received.  Broadcasting and manufacturing / retailing
remained largely separate, and disconnected, aspects of the analogue world.

Now, however, with multimedia content being added to traditional audio, broadcasters have to
understand why listeners would want to experience radio’s rich new features and what it takes to
motivate consumers to buy a new digital radio.

The role played by manufacturers and retailers is critical to any successful transition to digital radio
and consequently this sector must be understood and nurtured by broadcasters.

When it comes to buying a new radio, consumers will spend less time considering the purchase than
they do a TV or a mobile phone.  For many years, analogue radios have been commodity items –
cheap, basic and functional, and often bought as replacement items out of necessity rather than

Digital Radio
One

across Europe
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desire.  The radio itself may play a relatively minor role within a multifunction device (such as a
music centre) and features available on the radio will be less important in the overall purchasing
decision.  Consumers have relatively low expectations for a radio receiver and this, in turn, is
reflected by manufacturers who are less likely to produce exciting new radio models, and retailers
that devote little shelf space to radio sets.

Digital radio must transform these long-standing consumer and trade perceptions, offering some-
thing new, exciting and desirable.  But given radio’s heritage, there is also a risk of alienation if
digital radio is presented as something too radical or very different from consumer’s expectations.
Retailers must be persuaded to display digital radio products prominently and be educated to accu-
rately promote the available products and services.  A radio is a straightforward item – you buy it,
open the box, turn it on ... and it works!  This also applies to digital radios, although with an added
expectation that it will work better because it is “digital”.  The gratification achieved by the consumer
in discovering new radio stations, or making use of novel features, is at its most critical in the first
few hours of use – the all important “out-of-the-box experience”.

Whilst digital radio can meet all these expectations (as research from the UK and elsewhere testi-
fies), there is a risk of the product failing to make the right first impression.  It could be poorly engi-
neered, overly cheap or have insufficient sensitivity to work properly in low field-strength areas.
Either way, the user is likely to blame the radio first, the system technology second and the broad-
caster last.  It is the retailer who then has to deal with a disappointed consumer, and if the number of
dissatisfied customers is high, the retailer will lose confidence and de-stock the product.

Broadcasters have a vital role to play in ensuring the consumer’s expectations for the product are
met or exceeded.  This requires a robust digital radio signal, and the retailers have to be properly
equipped and trained to give out accurate information about coverage and services.  However, the
manufacturer’s ultimate commercial relationship lies with the retailer and not with the broadcaster.
Digital radio products will only be sold if retailers identify consumer demand and place stock orders
with the manufacturers.  The broadcaster’s role here is to create and sustain consumer demand with
co-ordinated marketing campaigns in which both public and private broadcasters deliver the same
core messages, identifying the benefits of digital radio.

Which digital platform?
That radio must go digital is beyond doubt.  However, radio has quite a struggle to compete effec-
tively against the richer content offerings available from TV, the internet, mobile phones and MP4
players.  Advertisers are demanding that radio be more accountable, more responsive and more
engaging – particularly amongst the younger audiences.  The internet, TV and MP4 all have pictures
and the opportunity for user-interaction.  Radio must rise to this challenge.

A conundrum for broadcasters is that it is not clear yet whether “listeners” will demand a visual radio
experience, interaction, time-shifting and content choices as diverse as that on the internet.  The
likelihood is that it will be some combination and, over time, their preference for types of service will
evolve and mature.  The platforms chosen to deliver digital radio must be capable of adapting to
these trends so that radio remains competitive, relevant and viable.

Radio will be delivered over more than one platform – including fixed and mobile internet, and both
digital and analogue broadcast networks, for some time to come.  However, radio’s ability to
continue as a medium in its own right is at risk if it is expected to rely solely on third-party networks
and distribution platforms for its primary distribution. 

The key questions are:
which of the new digital radio platforms will be dominant?

which platform delivers the best economic case in terms of cost-per-listener?
which platforms are fully scalable, and at what incremental cost to expand coverage, channels
and content?
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which platform can adapt over time to meet new listener demands?

which platform gives the broadcaster sufficient control to guarantee content delivery?

which platform satisfies energy conservation and carbon emission requirements for both the
broadcaster and listener?

Content, content, content
Regardless of the delivery method, digital radio must offer a compelling reason for consumers to buy
a new receiver, and the number one reason is to access more content.  Choice is an empowering
message, an invitation to new adventures which is more powerful and compelling – especially where
there are no ongoing costs or subscriptions.

Consumers are not particularly attracted, in advance, to the notion of achieving better technical
quality than, say, FM or mp3.  That is not to say the technical quality is unimportant, but the quality
benefits tend to be appreciated after the purchase, not before.  Furthermore, “quality” can mean
many things in a consumer’s mind, from lack of hiss and crackle (compared to FM), cleaner audio
(i.e. more – or less – compression and/or fidelity) or simply the ease of changing from one station to
another when compared to an analogue tuner.  Only a very small percentage of radio listeners
demand or appreciate audio fidelity at near-CD quality.  This is not surprising given that most radio
listening takes place in sub-optimal conditions.  Many engineers feel uncomfortable with this issue
but the economic success of a platform designed for mass consumption is far more important than
satisfying a small minority of audiophiles (particularly where other platform options exist).  Content
remains the primary consideration for a successful new platform.

Regulating digital radio
The idea that digital radio delivers too much choice (i.e. competition) sometimes lies behind seem-
ingly odd regulatory decisions, restrictive licensing regimes and delays in introducing digital radio.
However, allowing incumbent broadcasters – who commit to digital radio – to operate additional
digital channels has many virtues: the consumer benefits from more choice and the existing plurality
of radio ownership remains largely stable (although allowing access to some new players undoubt-
edly stimulates competition).  Having more radio channels appeals to advertisers and offers a better
investment case for broadcasters to increase their portfolio of stations.

The role of public and private broadcasters is also key to success.  A listener does not generally
care whether their content comes from a PSB or a private operator but does care if their favoured
content is not available on a particular platform.  Regulators should ensure all broadcasters are
encouraged to take up the platform and that they work together to ensure its success.

Whatever the regulatory model (it will differ from country to country), the objective should be to
create a compelling proposition which serves three distinct communities – the broadcaster, the
consumer and the manufacturer / retailer of digital radio products.  Without these three legs, the
platform will fall over.

Digital radio standards
Which digital radio standard should you choose?  There are several terrestrial candidates, not to
mention satellite and internet options.  Many broadcasters, regulators and indeed manufacturers
find themselves confused ... they commission one study after another but are still reluctant to make
decisions for fear of choosing “the wrong one”. 

The key technologies relating to radio delivery platforms include:
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DRM (Digital Radio Mondiale)

An open standard with many similarities to DAB+, sharing the same audio codec, EPG, text
services and certain commonality of carrier modulation.  This implies adding DRM into a DAB+

receiver requires little more than an RF section and suitable antenna but, in reality, this is too
simplistic and understates the manufacturing and market issues involved.  When DRM
achieves widespread domestic licensing for permanent services, consumer demand for DRM
receivers should follow.

Wireless and mobile internet radio
Although advances are being made in multicast delivery, internet radio services remain largely
unicast.  The scaling up of a national broadcaster’s infrastructure to serve 20 million simulta-
neous listeners creates problems of bandwidth, cost and server installations.  Network conges-
tion is potentially the greater problem for streamed services, with contended connections
occurring particularly at local telephone exchanges, on 3G wireless networks and within over-
loaded Wi-Fi spectrum.  Moreover, the broadcaster has little or no control over delivery, with
traffic priority being determined and managed by the network owners.
Consumers are required to pay for streamed bandwidth, particularly over 3G (three hours
listening to a 64 kbit/s radio stream consumes about 100 MB).  Using a computer solely or
mainly to listen to radio is a growing green concern, with the average computer drawing 20 to
30 times more energy than a typical digital radio.  Nevertheless, the internet has many advan-
tages such as listen-again services, convenient for niche broadcasters and disparate audi-
ences.

HD Radio (IBOC) and Sirius XM satellite radio
One in seven of the USA’s 14,000 terrestrial radio stations has HD Radio capability, with a
handful of (mainly trial) installations outside the USA.  This proprietary system offers a digital
simulcast of the host analogue service and the possibility of one or two lesser-quality digital-
only services and limited multimedia within the 100 to 150 kbit/s payload of FM IBOC.  Esti-
mates suggest that half-a-million HD radios have been produced to date, although prices
remain high in comparison to analogue radios.
Sirius XM, the merged US satellite radio operation, has 19 million subscribers spread across
the two systems, each paying around US$ 160 to 200 a year for the service.  Seven satellites
are supplemented by over a thousand terrestrial repeaters to provide urban indoor reception
and gap filling.  The company recently refinanced to avoid Chapter 11 bankruptcy.

DAB, DAB+ and DMB
Often collectively referred to as the “Eureka-147 Family”, this open standard has proved
enduring and adaptable to the changing needs of broadcasters as well as technology develop-
ments.  DAB and DAB+ offer an identical consumer experience – centred on radio – with text,
slideshow, EPG and other multimedia features.

Abbreviations
AAC Advanced Audio Coding

DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting (Eureka-147)
http://www.worlddab.org/

DAB+ DAB using the AAC codec

DMB Digital Multimedia Broadcasting

EICTA Trade organisation for promoting digital tech-
nologies in Europe – now known as Digital 
Europe
http://www.eicta.org/

EPG Electronic Programme Guide
ETI (DAB) Ensemble Transport Interface
GE06 Geneva Frequency Plan of 2006
IBOC In-Band On-Channel
MIPS Million Instructions Per Second
PAD Programme-Associated Data
PMP Portable Multimedia Player
RF Radio-Frequency
SFN Single-Frequency Network
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DAB allows eight to ten radio services
within a 1.5 MHz multiplex (ensemble)
whilst DAB+ (which uses the AAC codec)
accommodates 20 to 25 radio services in
the same spectrum.

DMB is primarily an H.264 mobile TV
platform, sharing the same multiplex and
carrier structure as DAB, which may also
be used with slow frame rates for visual
radio.

Any combination of DAB, DAB+ and DMB
services can be transmitted together in one
(or more) multiplexes to provide a highly flexible and future-proofed solution for broadcasters.

The system employs single-frequency networks (SFNs) which have three distinct advantages:

1) a network can be tailored precisely to any national, regional or local requirement;

2) coverage can be extended at a rate which the business model can sustain, without additional
spectrum demands;

3) if coverage hotspots, reception in subways or a particularly demanding quality of service are
required, they can be provided by means of low-cost on-channel repeaters.

Consumer receivers are plentiful and cheap and there are now many chipset vendors from Europe,
Korea and China offering solutions to radio manufacturers.  Nearly 30 million receivers have been
sold to date with approximately 250 DMB device models and nearly 1,000 different radio receivers.
Consumer prices start as low as € 25.  In the UK, Denmark and Korea, approximately one in three
households owns a DAB or DMB receiver.

Services are commercially available in Belgium, China, Denmark, Germany, Malta, Norway, Singa-
pore, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.  Other countries – including Australia, the Czech
Republic, France, Ghana, Hong Kong, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kuwait, Malaysia
and Vietnam – are already broadcasting or about to start full-time services, with many other coun-
tries engaged in successful trial phases.

In Europe, the GE06 planning conference, and digital television switchover, have made access to
spectrum in Band III much easier, giving rise in effect to common spectrum for a pan-European
digital radio system.

The shared nature of a multiplex enables the network and transmission costs to be shared by all the
broadcasters and generally compares favourably with equivalent FM networks at a local level, but
tends to be much less expensive per station than FM, on a regional and national scale.  Multiplexing,
equipment and distribution costs are reducing all the time (aided by WorldDMB’s latest draft tech-
nical standard for distributing ETI streams over IP networks), thanks to new techniques and compe-
tition between manufacturers.  Additional SFN transmitters to increase the range, coverage or field
strength can be cost-effective and simple to engineer, particularly where active repeaters are used.

The combination of a strong broadcaster proposition, and the widest range of receiver products
already available to major retailers, means that digital radio is viable, attractive and ready to deploy
anywhere in the world.  Those countries choosing the Eureka-147 family are doing so safe in the
knowledge that the standard is adaptable for whatever the future of radio or mobile TV may hold.

DAB+ Digital Radio
Broadcasters want digital standards to remain stable for extended periods whilst consumers expect
products they buy to carry on working for many years.  But technology doesn’t stand still and there is
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always the potential for something better around the corner that will offer new benefits or give
competition to a platform in rapidly changing markets.

WorldDMB remains a strong advocate of stability and any changes made to its standards over the
years have been the result of careful consideration.  DAB uses MPEG Audio Layer II coding which is
now considered a mature technology.  More efficient coding schemes and algorithms have since
been devised, allowing audio with equivalent or better subjective quality to be broadcast at lower
bitrates.  Later technologies such as DVB-H and DRM make use of MPEG-4 standards which were
also an obvious candidate for a more efficient version of DAB.

After rigorous examination of candidate options, WorldDMB selected the MPEG-4 HE-AAC v2
codec with a 960 transform that matches DRM and a frame structure designed to give the fastest
possible channel-selection time (“zapping time”), along with robust continuous reception.  Although
other transport mechanisms such as IP were examined, these require significant data overheads
and suffer service recovery and zapping-time issues, all of which mitigated against them.

The DAB+ standard was published in February 2007 as ETSI TS 102 563 “Digital Audio Broad-
casting (DAB);Transport of Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) audio”.

The significantly increased efficiency of DAB+ offers benefits for governments and regulators (better
spectrum efficiency), broadcasters (lower transmission costs per station) and the consumers (a
greater choice of stations).  DAB+ is designed to provide the same functionality as the current DAB
MPEG Audio Layer II radio services, including service following between other ensembles or FM,
traffic announcements, multimedia PAD (dynamic labels such as title, artist), news headlines,
complementary graphics and images, etc.).

In some countries where DAB digital radio has already been launched, broadcasters are committed
to continue using MPEG Audio Layer II.  However, in countries still planning to launch digital radio,
the arguments in favour of launching with DAB+ are compelling.

Digital Radio without Frontiers

Over the last two years, radio regulators have increasingly identified DAB+ as the way forward for
digital radio, particularly where no previous DAB service has existed (such as Australia).  Elsewhere,
regulators are licensing DAB and DAB+ to coexist, ensuring the existing listener base is not disen-
franchised (e.g. Switzerland and Germany).  France’s strategy for digital multimedia radio is based
on DMB, similar to Korea, but with a stronger radio emphasis and a new interactive experience
through BIFS (BInary Format for Scene description).  Norway is in the process of combining DMB
free-to-air mobile TV with its existing DAB networks and services, to provide a rich combination of
radio and TV that is capable of being received on many different types of receiver including mobile
phones.

Europe’s highly mobile population and single market implies a common technical standard across
the 27 member states and their immediate neighbours.  However, national regulators have differing
requirements of their broadcasters and no single pattern for digital radio was emerging across
Europe.  It became apparent that if all receivers were capable of decoding DAB, DAB+ and DMB,
then the individual country choice would become less of an issue for the single market.  However,
making existing DAB/DAB+ receivers compatible with DMB, and vice versa, is neither a straightfor-
ward or quick process.

Chips, modules and receivers
The architecture of DAB radio receivers and chips differs substantially from DMB multimedia
devices.  Chips currently used for DAB receivers are not designed to render video, even at low
frame rates.  Similarly DMB receivers which, by and large, have been made for the Asian market,
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are not engineered to decode DAB+ or some of the more common features of DAB that are familiar
in Europe.

Creating the necessary compatibility amongst chipsets and devices requires changes to be made to
existing chipsets, modules and receiver products.  This affects the entire production chain through to
the finished receiver – requiring additional product verification and testing, changes to production
processes and increased costs.  New, more powerful, chipsets require development times meas-
ured in years, and significant new investment which is only practical if the return on investment in
current chipsets has been successfully completed.

Improving chipsets

Memory, processing power (MIPS) and chip architecture are highly optimized and, unless a feature
is mandatory, manufacturers will not wish to design in unnecessary spare processing, redundant
decoders (with additional royalties) or to spend several man-years writing new firmware without a
proven market demand.

New chipsets to incorporate all DAB, DAB+ and DMB functions take 18 to 24 months to bring to
market before being integrated into new modules and in turn into new radio devices.  It is little
wonder if manufacturers appear reluctant to meet broadcasters’ requests for radios with screens, an
EPG or other new features, particularly when there is unlikely to be a guarantee from broadcasters
that the supporting services will create a certain product demand.

Established digital radio manufacturers, with heavy existing investments in their chipsets and
modules, could not be expected to embark speculatively on entirely new chipsets and receiver
modules to satisfy each country’s chosen variant of the Eureka-147 family.  Equally, it would be
naive to assume that new chip and module vendors could develop brand new products and win a
major share of the branded product market in just a year or two.

A different approach was required to ensure manufacturers could benefit from a single European
market for digital radio receivers and remove the necessity for broadcasters or regulators to be
confined to a subset of the Eureka-147 family of standards.

WorldDMB Digital Radio Receiver Profiles
In June 2008, a special Task Force – led by the WorldDMB Presidency – was established to create
a unified, cross-industry approach to digital receivers.  The Task Force included:

country representatives from France, Germany, the UK and Korea:

major broadcasters;

leading manufacturers of receivers and silicon chipsets;

the EBU;

EICTA (the trade body representing European consumer electronics manufacturers, recently
renamed Digital Europe);

WorldDMB’s Technical Committee.

The Task Force consulted widely during the process to ensure stakeholders had an opportunity to
participate, as did the EBU and EICTA.  In September 2008, WorldDMB published the Digital Radio
Receiver Profiles in conjunction with the EBU and EICTA.

Digital Radio Receiver Profiles specifies the mini-mum requirements and features to be built into
different classes of digital radio receiver, ensuring interoperability of new receivers and services
across neighbouring countries whose broadcasters may be using any combination of DAB, DAB+ or
DMB.
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The manufacturing specifications comprise three
hierarchical digital radio receiver profiles.  In
summary these are:

Profile 1: Standard Radio Receiver for all
audio services, with at least a basic text
display.  This class of receiver drives the
price-sensitive mass market for radio
devices;

Profile 2: Rich Media Radio Receiver for
table-top radios, with a colour screen – able
to receive all audio services, along with
advanced text and picture applications such
as slideshow and graphics;

Profile 3: Multimedia Receiver for devices
such as mobile phones and personal media
players – able to receive advanced forms of
multimedia including mobile video.

Features and functions appropriate to in-car
systems are also defined, including automatic
retuning between digital and analogue services
to ensure continuous reception, and advanced
travel and traffic services for real-time satellite
navigation.

As a result, new digital radios bought in France
(DMB) can be expected to work equally well in
neighbouring Germany and Switzerland (DAB
and DAB+) or Italy (DAB, DAB+ and DMB) and
vice versa.  The receiver profiles apply to any
country where the Eureka-147 family of stand-
ards is being licensed by regulators.

WorldDMB’s Digital Radio Receiver Profiles are
composed of mandatory features which must be implemented and recommended features which
offer enhancements with wide appeal, and define the minimum functionality requirements of prod-
ucts within each profile.  Manufacturers may offer additional features in order to differentiate their
products ... but are only considered compliant if the features match all the requirements of a partic-
ular class of receiver.

Broadcasters may use the receiver profiles to plan services for maximum take-up and to help
listeners make sensible purchasing decisions.  Regulators will find the receiver profiles helpful in
developing strategies and policies for digital radio within national boundaries and with reference to
trans-national and harmonised markets.

In-car products are subject to the usual safety-related conditions – such as limited scrolling and
limited access to services while driving, image-per-second limitations, etc. – according to the regula-
tory or industry requirements.

Products which do not meet the requirements of any profile may continue to be manufactured for
established digital radio markets on a market-specific basis but it is thought these will quickly lose
their appeal to the consumers and will be phased out.

The WorldDMB Receiver Profiles reflect receiver design issues and broadcaster capabilities that are
appropriate for the current period and for the foreseeable future.  However, technology advances
and market developments are reviewed from time to time and would be reflected in the definition of
future Receiver Profiles.

Profile 2
Rich Media Radio Receiver

Colour screen
• Slideshow, BIFS, 

• advanced text 

• EPG , TPEG 

Creates new kinds of radio 
• Wifi, in-car, interactive

• Media storage, podcast

Profile 1
Standard Radio Receiver

Table-top/bedside/pocket/in-car
Simple text screen

• Receives all DAB, DAB+ and DMB audio

• Displays scrolling text

• Mass market receivers 

• Prices from €25

Profile 3
Advanced Multimedia Receiver

Decodes all DAB, DAB+ and DMB 
services

• DMB Video

• BIFS, EPG, TPEG
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Cooperation
By developing the Receiver Profile characteristics in conjunction with the leading silicon and module
vendors and with EICTA, broadcasters could better understand the complex manufacturing issues
and product timescales.  Wish lists of features the broadcasters would like to see in receivers were
translated into realistic and deliverable manufacturing requirements, ensuring also that the cost of a
digital radio module would not increase by more than a few tens of cents.  This might not sound
much but cost is critical and the Task Force would have been irresponsible to force the price of
digital radios upwards unnecessarily.  The manufacturers – in agreeing to invest in significant new
R&D, production changes and variations – sought reassurance that a unified specification would
increase the overall size of the market.

Reconciling the practical manufacturing issues was important for a successful outcome.  One
example involved decoding and processing the MPEG-4 container for DMB video and audio, even
where only the audio is required for a simple radio.  Decoding  requires additional processing capa-
bility and increased memory, which either exceeds the capability of a chip designed primarily for
radio, or adds considerably to the external components required, increasing the cost and power
consumption of the module.  It was necessary in this case to balance the maximum DMB bitrates
that broadcasters could be expected to use for radio services against the chipset capabilities.

Multifunction products  such as a mobile phone or PMP would have a multimedia video processor as
the host and the radio decoding as a slave.  But without the additional multimedia processor, the
radio chip would be unable to operate on its own as a video-capable host processor.

By taking a real-world approach with the silicon and radio manufacturing industry and the broad-
casters, the Receiver Profiles Task Force was able to define a set of functional specifications which
satisfied both industries and would ensure universal receivers could enter production with little
delay.

Production

Major receiver manufacturers are already producing the chipsets for combined DAB, DAB+ or DMB
receivers and, during 2009, these will begin to translate into consumer electronics products
conforming to the Receiver Profiles, ensuring compatibility in many territories.

The receiver profiles define the minimum requirement of functions and features for each of the three
classes of receiver, not the maximum.  For example, a manufacturer might sell a receiver with a
320 x 240 pixel touchscreen rather than a simple dot-matrix display, yet it will remain a Profile 1
receiver unless it also has the ability to decode and display all Profile 2 content (slideshow, EPG,
etc).  Nevertheless, Profile 1 guarantees that a minimum level of content will be received and
displayed, leaving the manufacturer free to enhance the product with a range of features relevant to
the market.

Defining profile-compliant receivers in this manner ensures that broadcasters know for the first time
how each class of receiver copes with their multimedia content, enabling them to target services at
different types of receiver.  Studio production resources to broadcast extra content can be managed
in response to the volume of receiver types present in the market.

Regulators currently considering – or about to consider – their country’s digital radio standards can
do so now with much greater flexibility than was previously possible.  A regulator may choose to
specify one element of the standard, such as DAB+, and in the future may license DMB without
changing the infrastructure or overall standards.  Broadcasters might add a DMB music video
service, for example, knowing that the audio stream and PAD of the new DMB service will be receiv-
able on existing DAB+ radios, even those with only basic text displays (Profile 1), whilst the video
component together with all radio services can be experienced on more advanced (Profile 3)
devices.
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Although the Task Force confined itself to working with the extant Eureka-147 standards, a number
of clarifications and minor amendments to the standards have since been made to further aid
harmonisation.  These include clarification of how radio services should be implemented using DMB
together with a DMB PAD structure which mirrors that already available through DAB and DAB+.

Interoperability
The Receiver Profiles are designed to apply to any country where the Eureka-147 family of stand-
ards is in use or will be licensed by regulators.  The cross-industry Task Force responsible for devel-
oping the receiver profiles did consider other digital radio standards such as DRM.  However, until
such time as these other digital radio systems become widely licensed by regulators and similarly
deployed, it is unrealistic to require manufacturers to include additional RF components, antennae or
technologies, and bear an increase in royalty costs.  Consumers would not be willing to pay more for
their radios, in effect subsidising technologies they may be unable to use.  Nevertheless, WorldDMB
and the Digital Radio Receiver Profiles Task Force is open to approaches by other standards bodies
to promote interoperability and increase the overall market for digital radio.

Internet radio

One of the most interesting recent developments is the appearance of combined DAB/DAB+ and
internet radio receivers from some of the leading manufacturers.  These radios deliver the best of
both platforms, not having to rely on a continuous internet or Wi-Fi connection to receive radio
programmes, whilst giving DAB/DAB+ a new level of interactivity through a back channel.  By linking
DAB/DAB+ with the internet, the door opens to various forms of content tagging, bookmarking and
pulling additional information and advertising from the web, not to mention the possibilities of real-
time audience measurement.

Conclusions
Radio still appears to be a strong and enduring media which appeals to all age groups, is able to be
heard almost anywhere and, above all, is simple and convenient to use.  However, radio now has to
compete with a much greater array of electronic media, from TV to the internet, mobile phones to
mp3 players.  No broadcaster can predict exactly how the medium of radio will evolve over the next
10 to 15 years, but he can prepare by adapting his ability to reach audiences, whatever their age,
their social patterns and methods of accessing radio.  Broadcast radio remains the most compelling
method of delivering content to large audiences at low cost, whilst ensuring that the broadcaster
controls the delivery platform.

DAB, DAB+ and DMB offer broadcasters an armoury of content choices to suit almost any strategy
for digital radio and mobile multimedia.  The WorldDMB Receiver Profiles mean that broadcasters
and regulators no longer have to commit to just one form of digital radio – they may now choose any
combination of DAB, DAB+ or DMB and alter that choice in the future, confident that owners of
compliant receivers will not be disenfranchised.

Transmission networks can be established to fit any business model and expanded or improved as
and when the business case warrants it.

The desire for a successful digital radio market has been at the heart of the “Receiver Profiles” work.
Its aim was to gain agreement between manufacturers and broadcasters on core features and func-
tions, defined in a series of Profiles for three classes of receiver.  Achieving widespread agreement
on these receiver profiles through the Task Force is a major leap towards a truly harmonised digital
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radio market.  It will enable broadcasters to adopt the Eureka-147 standards with greater confidence
and removes a major barrier for the car manufacturers.

DAB+ offers the most efficient spectrum use and remains the preferred choice for digital radio broad-
casters, whilst DMB offers a proven and attractive solution for mobile TV and video-based multi-
media.  Because these two systems can be combined together, in flexible and scalable networks, is
a unique benefit no other digital system can match.  Add to that the enormous range of receiver
devices already available, and it is no wonder that the Eureka-147 family is the most popular and
widely deployed digital multimedia and radio system in the world.

Further reading
WorldDMB “Receiver Profiles” document:

http://www.worlddab.org/public_documents/WorldDMB_Digital_Radio_Receiver_Profiles.pdf

Quentin Howard is President of WorldDMB, the international trade forum for DAB,
DAB+ and DMB (together known as “the Eureka-147 Family of Standards”).  He is a
non-executive director of the broadcast audio systems company, APT Ltd., and a
regular broadcaster/presenter of radio programmes for BBC local radio.

As the CEO of multiplex operator Digital One, Mr Howard created the UK’s first com-
mercial DAB multiplex and ran the world’s largest DAB radio network for ten years.
His pioneering joint-venture with silicon manufacturers created the first low-cost DAB
receiver chips and affordable consumer receivers.  The same chip technology still
dominates the DAB receiver market today.

An electrical and electronics graduate, Quentin Howard has worked in UK commer-
cial broadcasting since the late 1970s and as a Chief Engineer and later Director of Engineering and Tech-
nology for the company which became the UK’s largest radio group.  Achievements include designing many
technological breakthroughs for the industry, including the UK’s first all-digital studios, the first radio satel-
lite-distribution network and the first computer playout systems used in UK commercial radio.  He was also
responsible for the design and construction of Classic FM and its national network of FM transmitters.
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Mirics Semiconductor

There is a growing trend for portable consumer electronics devices – such as cellular
handsets, notebook computers, portable media players, handheld gaming consoles
and portable navigation devices – to integrate an increasing number of wireless
applications such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPS.  A recent wireless application also
vying for integration in portable devices is reception of broadcast radio and TV
programmes.

In this article, the challenges of integrating global broadcast standards – TV in
particular – on portable device platforms are outlined, and a solution is described for
solving the multi-standard conundrum with a software modem approach.

Integrating multiple wireless technologies into a single device poses
considerable challenges for silicon vendors and manufacturers alike,
since such convergence aggregates all of the demanding technical
requirements of each radio application into a single platform.  In addi-
tion to the technical challenges, these converged devices must also
adhere to the consumer electronics (CE) rules of keeping costs to a
minimum, constraining the physical dimensions for ultimate portability,
and minimizing the power consumption to extend the battery life.

Portable broadcast reception – historical limitations
Consumer demand for multimedia content on portable devices has grown rapidly in recent years,
and Broadcast is a technology, together with Cellular and IP-based solutions, that can help to
service this need.  The enduring importance of Broadcast lies in the fact that it is the most efficient
way to deliver media content to multiple consumers simultaneously.  Additionally, Broadcast is well
served globally by free-to-air content.  By offering Broadcast reception – in conjunction with other
content consumption mechanisms – CE device manufacturers can offer consumers the ability to
enjoy live TV and radio content of their choice, and when and how they want it.

Whilst Broadcast radio has seen successful deployment in various portable devices, integration of
TV reception has been less successful.  This is due in large part to four reasons:

1) Analogue and digital terrestrial TV standards were never originally specified for good mobility
performance, with low power consumption or a small form factor.  As a result, early portable CE
devices that integrated, for example, analogue PAL or digital DVB-T receivers, delivered a very

TV & Radio
A software modem approach to multi-standard

reception on portable devices
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poor user experience.  To address this matter, dedicated Broadcast Mobile Digital TV (MDTV)
technologies – such as DVB-H, CMMB and MediaFLO – were developed, specifically targeting
portability.

2) In spite of the advent of portable-friendly MDTV
standards, these technologies require new
transmission infrastructure and someone must
pay for the deployment ... i.e. this is a commer-
cial not a technical barrier.  Traditional broad-
casters do not want to launch MDTV services
as there is no obvious means for them to
generate sufficient additional revenue to cover
the cost of service provision and infrastructure
deployment.  Some cellular operators did sense
an early opportunity to generate additional
ARPU by offering MDTV but, as in the case of
the launch of DVB-H in Italy or DAB-IP in the
UK, these operators made the crucial error of charging users high subscription rates for limited
TV content, or content that they could already receive free or as part of an existing package
while they were at home. 

Japan and Korea are two geographical exceptions to this unsuccessful MDTV experience and it
is rather telling that, in these countries, the governments mandated free-to-air mobile TV
deployment which rapidly translated to a high MDTV attach-rate in cellular handsets.  To recoup
MDTV deployment costs, operators in these countries now have a loyal customer base and are
offering paid-for TV content and data services such as traffic, weather and stock market
updates.

3) TV uptake on portable devices has been muted because no global TV standard exists, either
for terrestrial or mobile reception.  This, together with differing regional spectrum allocations,
has fragmented the total available market for manufacturers who prefer a single platform
strategy that can be promoted worldwide to leverage economies of scale.  Fragmentation ulti-
mately leads to higher-cost CE devices and consumers typically do not want to pay a premium
for one-of-many device features.

4) Additional costs.  Today’s single-standard broadcast receivers typically add around $8 to the bill
of materials (BoM).  Supporting multi-standard receivers is clearly unsustainable on cost-sensi-
tive CE devices.

In the case of the first two barriers to successful TV deployment discussed above, some progress is
now being made.  Silicon vendors have made significant improvements in lowering the power
consumption and increasing the mobility performance of terrestrial TV receivers.  Today, notebook
PCs and portable media players (PMPs) are available embedded with free-to-air TV reception, deliv-
ering an acceptable user experience, unlike previous historical attempts.  Note that if ultimate
mobility performance is required, portable terrestrial digital TV reception typically requires diversity –
with its additional costs and size implications – and this is one case in which MDTV can excel tech-
nically.

In regard to the second commercial barrier to MDTV success, in Europe at least, cellular operator
strategies and revenue models for MDTV are now being rationalized: lower subscription charges are
being introduced and some free content is being made available to subscribers.  In part, this capitu-
lation is in response to savvy mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) now offering their
subscribers free-to-air terrestrial broadcast content via DVB-T, to win market share.

The ultimate success of MDTV in cellular handsets will be determined by operators and broad-
casters working together to devise business models that attract many users, whilst still enabling
them to recoup their infrastructure deployment costs or to offset their lost voice-based telephony
revenues.  The Japanese and Korean MDTV experience suggests that, with careful thought, this
may be possible.
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The remaining major barriers to successful port-
able broadcast reception therefore lie in cost-effec-
tively addressing the fragmentation caused by the
multiplicity of technical standards around the
globe.

Global standards
Fig. 1 shows the spectrum allocations and band-
width requirements for various broadcast radio and
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Figure 2
Global standards for (upper) digital TV and (lower) radio
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TV standards, while Fig. 2, in combination with Table 1, highlights the geographical distribution of
Broadcast TV and radio standards worldwide.      

The global fragmentation of standards is readily apparent.

Note also that the problem of multiple standards is further compounded by the fact that a particular
given standard may be deployed with significant regional variances.  As an example, DVB-T in the
UK – due to spectral co-existence limitations with analogue TV – is transmitted at relatively low
power compared to other European countries.  In addition, 2k FFT and 64-QAM modulation
schemes are used on some multiplexes which, in combination with low transmission power, leads to
probably the most challenging DVB-T reception environment in the world.  If manufacturers wish to
develop DVB-T products to leverage economies of scale, their devices must therefore be designed
for worst-case deployments.

Functional integration
The multiple broadcast standards listed above create a huge problem for manufacturers who ideally
want to build platform products.  From both the manufacturer’s and silicon vendor’s perspective, a

Table 1
Summary of global TV and radio standards

Broadcast standard Primary geographies

Analogue TV
  PAL

  NTSC

  SECAM

Europe, Asia, Africa

Americas, Japan, S. Korea

France, Africa 

Digital TV
  DVB-T

  ATSC

  ISDB-T (Full-Seg)

  DTMB

Europe, Asia

North America

Japan, Brazil

China

Mobile digital TV
  T-DMB

  DVB-H

  CMMB

  MediaFLO

  ISDB-T (One-Seg)

S. Korea

Europe

China

USA

Japan

Analogue radio
  AM (LW/MW/SW)

  FM

Global

Global

Digital radio
  Digital Audio Broadcasting

  HD Radio

  Satellite radio

  Digital Radio Mondiale

Europe, China, Australia

USA

USA, Canada

Global
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multi-standard receiver must still be cost-effective compared to a single-standard or regional product
if the CE criteria of low cost and power are to be met, allowing economies of scale to be realized.

Efficient system partitioning is a key design consideration in CE devices featuring converged wire-
less functionality.  The key radio technologies can be functionally categorized as:

Cellular: GSM, CDMA2000, UMTS, LTE, etc.

Connectivity: WLAN, Bluetooth, Ultra-wideband (UWB), Near-field communication (NFC),
WiMax, etc.

Broadcast: TV, Radio, GPS.

Although typical CE devices are unlikely to feature all of the listed cellular, broadcast and connec-
tivity wireless radios, it should be noted that today’s cellular handsets already typically integrate one
radio from each of the stated three functional categories, and manufacturers are striving to absorb
further functions to meet consumer demand.  Increasingly, notebook computers, mobile internet
devices (MIDs) and other similar CE devices are also following this integration trend.

Since there is a practical size limit and cost consideration to the number of individual integrated
circuits (ICs) that can be physically accommodated onto a single-device platform, chipsets are now
available that integrate radio functions typically within one of the three functional categories defined
above.  This can be referred to as “horizontal” functional integration and is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Although cross-functional integration is possible, and indeed will be needed to support converged
wireless content delivery (e.g. between broadcast and connectivity functions), this integration will be
unlikely to cross the cellular boundary.  This is because, in CE devices featuring cellular capability,
device integrators typically develop multiple product generations, based upon the same cellular
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Broadcast functions
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integration of 

Cellular functions

Horizontal integration 
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functions

Cross-functional 
integration

Radio TV GPS

GSM CDMA UMTS

WLAN Bluetooth WiMax

Figure 3
Radio integration architectures for consumer electronics devices
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baseband platform to achieve the maximum return on their large software development effort for a
given cellular baseband: by absorbing new radio functions that are peripheral to the cellular function-
ality, this would involve software re-engineering and repeating the cellular “type approval” process,
thereby leading to a “latency” in the deployment of new radio technologies in handsets.

There are also significant technical barriers to integrating – or not – the differing radio technologies.
These reasons encompass fundamental considerations such as:

Modulation scheme – many modern digital TV and radio technologies use OFDM modulation;

Antenna limitations – the inability to share an antenna due to bandwidth constraints, or the need
for simultaneous operation; and

Co-existence of interference problems – a sensitive GPS receiver may effectively be blocked if
it were integrated with a cellular transceiver due to harmonic or spurious signals occurring in the
same band.

Therefore, even if cross-functional integration is not attempted, integration of multiple broadcast
applications poses significant implementation challenges to silicon receiver designers. 

Multi-standard receiver challenges
A conventional broadcast receiver comprises an RF tuner and a demodulator (the output of which is
decoded for audio-video play-
back).  These silicon blocks
may either be separate or inte-
grated into a system-on-chip
(SoC) or a system-in-package
(SiP).  This generic approach is
shown in Fig. 4.

While this receiver architecture
is well proven, it is typically
limited to single-standard oper-
ation, since to enable multi-
standard TV and radio recep-
tion, multiple receiver ICs would
be required, leading to
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Figure 4
A generic broadcast receiver approach based on hardware
demodulation

Abbreviations
64-QAM 64-state Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
AAC Advanced Audio Coding
ADC Analogue-to-Digital Converter
CE Consumer Electronics
CMMB China Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting
DAB Digital Audio Broadcasting (Eureka-147)

http://www.worlddab.org/
DAB+ DAB using the AAC codec
DAB-IP DAB - Internet Protocol
DMB Digital Multimedia Broadcasting

http://www.t-dmb.org/
DSP Digital Signal Processor / Processing
DTMB Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcasting
DVB Digital Video Broadcasting

http://www.dvb.org/
DVB-H DVB - Handheld

DVB-T DVB - Terrestrial
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
GPS Global Positioning System
I/Q In-phase/Quadrature
IBOC In-Band On-Channel
ISDB Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting
ISDB-T ISDB – Terrestrial
MDTV Mobile Digital TeleVision
MID Mobile Internet Device
MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
PMP Portable Multimedia Player
PND Portable Navigation Device
SiP System-in-Package
SoC System-on-Chip
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increased cost, battery power dissipation and device size – an unacceptable compromise for
consumers.  However, by employing innovative reconfigurable circuit techniques in the tuner and
demodulator, it is possible to develop a multi-standard receiver, though the technical challenges are
considerable.

Consider the case – applicable to much of Europe – of a multi-standard RF tuner designed to
receive digital TV (DVB-T), digital radio (DAB) and analogue radio (FM).  The synthesizer in the
tuner must cover a whole decade in frequency from 88MHz to over 800MHz, it must support
frequency step sizes down to single-digit kilohertz, deliver low integrated phase noise to support 64-
QAM modulation  and also feature low single-side-band noise to mitigate blocking effects.  Addition-
ally, the RF input stage must support a large dynamic range to allow for reception of signal levels
from as low as –105dBm to as high as 0dBm, often in the presence of interferers, whilst the base-
band section must support channel bandwidths from 200kHz to 8MHz.  Additionally, robust perform-
ance in the presence of unwanted interferers is vital to ensure a good user experience in the “real
world”.

In the case of this tri-standard broadcast receiver example, typical sources of on-channel interfer-
ence include high-power FM signals, whose second harmonics may fall into the wanted DAB signal
band, or harmonics of DAB signals falling into the wanted DVB-T channel.  Note also that higher-
order mixing products of the interfering signal and oscillator may also fall in-band.  Other interfer-
ence scenarios that can result in blocking of the wanted signal include the presence of strong adja-
cent channels, or reciprocal mixing of wideband interfering signals due to inadequate phase noise
suppression.  A careful choice of down-conversion architecture (heterodyne versus homodyne), the
use of harmonic rejection mixing, and on-chip filtering, can help to alleviate these problems.

Antenna integration must also be considered in any multi-standard system.  Antenna multiplexing
techniques can be used to reduce the physical number of antennas that must be integrated into a
CE device, although the wideband antenna frequency response and multiplexing insertion loss must
be considered.

The tuner design must also consider the power dissipation and size trade-offs involved in optimal
partitioning of the signal processing between the RF tuner and the digital demodulator.  Analogue

filtering provides a good
example of this: if an RF front-
end provides too much
analogue channel selectivity,
there is an unwelcome impact
on tuner die size; conversely if
insufficient analogue selectivity
is delivered, the analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC) in the
demodulator faces unreason-
able dynamic range require-
ments.  Careful analysis and
balancing of these system
trade-offs must be therefore be
considered.

Shown in Fig. 5, FlexiRF™
from Mirics is a global tuner
solution for portable broadcast
TV and radio reception, and
can receive many of the TV and
radio standards detailed in
Table 1, including CMMB, DAB,
DRM, DVB-T, FM, ISDB-T, PAL

and T-DMB.  The tuner employs reconfigurable circuit techniques, to deliver flexibility whilst main-
taining a competitive die size.  The tuner achieves multi-standard flexibility by multiplexing band-
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optimized front-end amplifiers into a common RF down-conversion block, and a programmable
synthesizer, together with programmable baseband gain and filter blocks, enabling tuner customiza-
tion to individual standards without incurring a multi-standard “penalty”. 

Of course delivering a multi-standard tuner is only one half of the multi-standard receiver equation –
the demodulator must also be considered.  The main challenge for implementing a cost-effective
multi-standard demodulator is the fact that – unlike RF tuners – the silicon hardware required for the
demodulation of the various analogue and digital broadcast signals can be vastly dissimilar, with
little scope for circuit re-use through reconfigurability.  Multi-standard capability in a demodulator can
therefore lead to a considerable increase in die area and hence cost.

This problem is further exacerbated if an MDTV standard such as DVB-H must be supported, due to
the requirement of additional error-correction memory that would not be required for other stand-
ards.  The multi-standard penalty is mitigated to some degree in some newer demodulators that
embed DSP to deliver reconfigurability and hence multi-standard functionality.  However, while
DSP-based demodulation may resolve many of the technical aspects of multi-standard broadcast
reception, this hardware approach will not ultimately deliver the lowest cost solution.

Based on the limitations of current demodulator architectures, a rethinking of the integration model is
therefore required for portable devices such as ultra low-cost netbook PCs and MIDs in which
multiple wireless modems must be accommodated.

Software demodulation
Today’s personal computers (PCs) are multimedia
entertainment platforms, featuring multi-core CPUs,
plenty of system memory, and built-in advanced A/V
capabilities such as MP3 and H.264 playback.  Some
desktop and notebook platforms are beginning to
feature embedded broadcast TV, but the uptake so far
has been slow.  Manufacturers have cited that the key
barriers to mass-market TV adoption on PCs – and
notebook form-factors in particular – are the lack of
availability of a global receiver solution, and the need
to achieve a bill of materials of less than $5.

As previously noted, some commercially-available
hardware broadcast demodulators already feature limited functional flexibility through the use of on-
chip DSP combined with hardware acceleration.  If the use of DSP is extended to its logical extreme,
by leveraging the existing system processing and memory resources in today’s PCs, the entire
demodulator function can conceivably be implemented in software running on the host processor.  If
such a software demodulator is then combined with a multi-standard RF tuner, it is possible to then
implement a true global-standards broadcast receiver.

This approach – effectively a software modem – is highly cost-effective due to the elimination of a
hardware demodulator.  It also enables ultimate flexibility and future-proofing against emerging
broadcast standards – or new variants of existing standards – due to the inherent reconfigurability of
the software.  With such a software approach, manufacturers can implement a platform strategy,
with its associated benefits of simplified manufacturing logistics and substantial economies of scale,
whilst simultaneously fulfilling consumer demand for the consumption of live content on portable
devices. 

In the case of a generic software-based broadcast receiver, a multi-standard RF tuner must inter-
face directly to the host processor via a digital interface, such as USB 2.0, PCIe or SDIO.  This
approach is shown in Fig. 6.

The Mirics FlexiTVTM broadcast receiver solution shown in Fig. 7 is a commercial implementation of
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the software-based demodula-
tion concept, and targets x86-
based PC processor plat-
forms.  By combining the
FlexiRF multi-standard tuner
with highly-efficient demodula-
tion algorithms running on a
host processor, a global PCTV
solution is made possible for
less than the cost of conven-
tional hardware-based single-
standard solutions.  Note that
the digital interfacing between
the FlexiRF tuner and the PC
host processor is implemented
by a “bridge” interface IC, which takes the analogue output of the tuner (base-band I/Q), digitizes it
via on-chip ADCs, and then translates this sampled signal to USB 2.0 for host interfacing.

A key concern for a software-based broadcast receiver running on a portable device is power
consumption, which must be comparable with hardware solutions to ensure a positive user experi-
ence.  In typical notebook PC platforms, the power consumption is dominated by the host processor
and the LCD screen.  What makes software-based demodulation so compelling is the fact that the
processing power of modern PC processors is constantly increasing over time, and where a dual-
core processor architecture may have been state-of-the-art twelve months ago, today it is main-
stream.  Software-based demodulation therefore expends a smaller proportion of total processor
load – and so consumes less power – as processors evolve ... to the extent that, today, the LCD
screen and software-based video decoding of a high-definition H.264 broadcast transmission, will
become the dominant power drains in the notebook.  Note also that processor load is a function of
the broadcast standard being received: for example, radio reception or reception of MDTV standards
requires a much smaller proportion of processor load than terrestrial TV.

Efficient demodulation algorithms and software coding, written with a close understanding of the
complete receiver system, are key to delivering maximum battery life.  In the case of Mirics’ FlexiTV,
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the software-based DVB-T demodulation – running on a typical mainstream dual-core notebook
processor – has been field-proven to consume less than 30% of the CPU load, and so delivers
comparable battery life to commercially-available hardware-based DVB-T solutions.  Note also that
even netbook PCs, which typically feature more modest processors, can benefit from the cost
savings delivered by software demodulation – by leveraging the distributed processing that is
enabled by the co-existence of graphics processing units (GPUs).

Conclusions
Consumers are demanding increased multimedia content on portable CE devices, but do not want
to pay a premium for this functionality.  Broadcast TV and radio reception is one content-delivery
mechanism that can address this user requirement but, to deliver manufacturing economies of scale
through a platform strategy, multi-standard receivers are required.  Hardware-demodulator-based
receivers cannot cost-effectively address this challenge and, instead, software-based demodulation
architectures must be considered.

As the processing power and distributed processing in modern portable devices increases to meet
consumer needs, the software modem approach discussed in this article will become ubiquitous in
processor-based CE devices, encompassing other wireless content-delivery methods.  Software
modems – previously a concept confined to academia and military research – are finally coming of
commercial age.

Chet Babla is Product Line Director at Mirics Semiconductor.  He has over 16 years
of semiconductor marketing and IC development experience in RF and mixed-signal
ICs.  Prior to Mirics, he has held product marketing positions at Frontier Silicon and
Phyworks, and IC development roles at Conexant, Nortel Networks and GEC-Ples-
sey Semiconductors.

Mr Babla’s professional experience has covered the fields of mobile TV, digital radio,
optical communications and digital telephony.  He graduated in Electrical and Elec-
tronic Engineering in 1992.
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Digital TV is expanding from the home to encompass almost everywhere – the street,
cars, buses, trains, restaurants and the beach.  The TV world is changing from a
stationary, satellite or tethered paradigm – a typical group-viewing experience – to
include a more personal viewing experience on portable wireless devices.

As the mobile entertainment market matures, mobile devices are rapidly evolving
from strictly communications devices into multimedia-centric infotainment devices –
with the integration of digital cameras, mp3 players, PDA functionality, GPS services,
gaming and video capabilities.  Similarly, other mass-market devices – such as
Apple’s iPod and iPhone – are changing the habits of millions of consumers when
outside the home ... personal video and television capabilities are as close as ever to
achieving full realization.

The reality of a fragmented and diversified mobile TV market
Television, the most basic and widely-used multimedia application ever, is going through a dramatic
change.  New standards and technologies – led by a coalition of leading cellular operators, broad-
casters, mobile-phone makers, software and content providers – have set the stage for terrestrial
DTV services that are optimized for mobile usage.

However, global segmentation of the new standards, and the variety of regulated spectrum bands
being considered in different geographies, is leading to a fragmented market for broadcast Mobile
Digital Television (MDTV).  Viable technical standards include DVB-H, DVB-T, DAB, T-DMB, DAB-
IP, ISDB-T, CMMB, MediaFLO and DTMB (GB20600) and any one of these can be deployed over
multiple spectrum bands – VHF, UHF and L-band.  In addition to these terrestrial technologies,
some satellite-based technologies are also planned, while others are already deployed.

For the sake of rapid industry adoption and takeup, it would have been simpler if there had been a
single mobile TV standard using just one spectrum band.  However, the reality is that there are a
number of these standards throughout the world.  In some cases, such as in Germany and the UK,
there is even more than one standard per country.  Such a market introduces a big challenge for
technology vendors and component providers, and calls for a multi-standard, multi-band solution
while maintaining small size, low costs, low power, high mobility performance and a high level of
integration.

MDTV
Global

—  multi-standards, multi-media and multi-technology
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Flexibility for operators
In a traditional cellular communications market, operators are in charge of the entire operation from
A to Z – the network, the infrastructure and everything required for delivering services to the
consumer.  The MDTV market operates differently.  Cellular operators won’t install the networks and
infrastructure but will instead follow a TV service provider model, where companies such as T-
Systems and Mediaset will install the mobile TV network, including infrastructure, towers and
content aggregation.  Operators will then buy the service from the TV service provider to bring it to
the end-user as a commercial service.

Because of the market structure, operators will have a presence but they still require some flexibility.
With multi-standards a reality, even though operators each have a preference for one particular
standard, they have the flexibility to work with two or more different MDTV service providers in order
to create competition and get a better deal.  This also presents less of a risk than if they were only
using one standard.

Streamlined multi-standard design for cellphone manufacturers
Phone manufacturers want the ability to sell their phones in multiple countries or in countries where
there is more than one MDTV standard – requiring a multi-standard phone supported by a multi-
standard receiver chipset.  For phone manufacturers, the multi-standard approach to MDTV
presents an opportunity to streamline hardware and software design while reducing the overall
design cycle and R&D costs.  With a multi-standard chip, manufacturers can invest in one platform
which can then yield several commercial models using different standards.  A multi-standard chip
also assists phone makers in managing their inventory.  If one model for one standard suddenly has
less volume, the possible inventory overhead can be offset by using the same chip for other models
supporting other standards where volumes may exceed the estimate.  The handset maker does not
have to bet which standard will prevail.  With a simple and single design, they can leverage volume
to reduce prices.

Multimedia convergence
The emergence of a new era in mobile TV entertainment – focused heavily on phone manufacturers
and the growing consumer demand for all-in-one, converged, multimedia devices – is becoming a
major driver within the industry.  A whole multitude of converged devices – such as notebooks, GPS
systems, digital picture frames, add-on devices ... and much more – is fuelling new demand for
MDTV companies.  PC accessories, such as USB sticks enabled with mobile TV, bring more choice
and flexibility for upgrading multimedia capabilities and represent new revenue streams for providers
and operators alike.  In the same way that phone manufacturers need to streamline hardware and
software costs (to be able to sell products across countries where mobile broadcasting standards
differ), the same principle holds true for the emerging multimedia devices.  Device makers and oper-
ators alike can leverage volume, reduce prices and maintain flexibility in selecting end-markets by
integrating a multi-standard chip in their devices.

GPS and navigational devices are leading this new trend in infotainment convergence – and repre-
sent an important slice of the market for MDTV chip providers.

Diversity reception
Reception of MDTV whilst travelling at high speeds opens up the issue of diversity – a crucial
element to its success.  Technical issues – such as processing techniques, maximum ratio-
combining, static and mobile reception, shadowing/screening effects, space-versus-time diversity,
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and selective fading – are all
indicative of the requirement for
diversity receivers to be inte-
grated into multi-standard
chips.

Diversity receivers work by
combining the signal from more
than a single antenna and
applying advanced algorithms
thereafter to improve the
minimum C/N that is required to
receive a television programme
without any flaws.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison
between normal and diversity
reception when travelling at
120 km/h between Hannover
and Braunschweig in Germany.
Good reception along the route
is indicated in dark green, while
stretches of poor reception are
coloured lighter green and red.

Looking ahead
In five years or so, end-users will have access to a collection of TV services carried over various
wireless technologies:

multiple-standard broadcast TV;
IPTV over Wi-Fi;
streaming television over HSDPA, and perhaps also;
WiMAX or LTE (“3.9G”). 

For the end-users, all these technologies should be accessible through one simple, easy-to-use
application on their mobile or PDA device, that can access different TV services operated by
different service providers.

System architecture of a unified mobile TV application –
multiple-tuner single application
Table 1 shows the system architecture of a unified multi-radio mobile TV system.

The user will be agnostic about the technologies used and how they work, and will enjoy a rich user
experience and fast deployment by having access to all available content.  This combination of soft-
ware and chipset is designed and packaged in a way that users can access all types of services
anywhere in the world – while roaming with a single mobile phone.  The end-user can receive his/her
selected channel in countries that use a different standard from the home country, or more than one
different standard, thus providing the full mobile TV experience anywhere.            

Figure 1
Reception while driving at 120 km/h between Hannover and Braunschweig
Top image shows reception quality when using a single-antenna receiver
Bottom image shows reception quality when using a dual-antenna receiver
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Standards overview
There is no doubt that in the future the higher performing, more deployable standards will dominate
in certain regions ... but a fragmented market for MDTV broadcasts is certain to remain.  There was
much speculation in 2008 about the future of DVB-H (previously predicted to gain the largest foot-
print for MDTV broadcast and to take precedence in Europe) – due to its high roll-out costs and high
up-front investment for operators.

Conversely, DVB-T broadcast – which used to be problematic regarding power consumption – is not
only looking like the more cost-efficient solution but, combined with improved chip technologies over
the last 2 years that address the initial problems and doubts, is today presenting a high-performing,
more realistic, standard for global roll-out.

CMMB, the MDTV broadcasting standard within China, has reported phenomenal usage within only
a few months of launching and is predicted to spread into the Middle East and other areas in Asia –
and is a potential competitor to the anticipated DVB-SH system in Europe and elsewhere.  Overall,
there may be some consolidation of mobile broadcasting standards in Europe and the rest of the
world, but no single standard will dominate and a highly differentiated standards market will remain
into the future.

Siano's SMS1100 – a milestone 
towards MDTV convergence
The challenges of MDTV have been addressed
with the creation by Siano of a multi-standard chip
that is smaller in size than competing solutions
which support only one or two standards. The
multi-standard chip also has lower power
consumption while maintaining a high level of
performance – securing good reception even with
weak signal strengths such as in an elevator or
garage.

The multi-standard approach – which is currently
being expanded to a “multi-technology” approach –
aims to solve the challenges that all these
emerging standards, technologies and spectrum

Table 1
Systems architecture of a unified multi-radio mobile TV system

Receiver-agnostic TV Application 

Broadcasting middleware Streaming middleware IPTV middleware 

Device driver Device driver Device driver 

Terrestrial mobile
TV receiver 

Satellite mobile
TV receiver 

UMTS
TV receiver 

Wi-Fi 

Figure 2
SMS1130 – multiple spectrum bands, multiple TV 
formats, single-chip, two-way DVB-T Diversity
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bands have created.  Without this approach, this enormous diversity would largely prevent mobile
DTV handsets, multimedia devices and services ever reaching the mass market.

European outlook
The MDTV industry is now entering a new phase in its development – by providing advanced multi-
standard chip architectures to enable MDTV across multiple devices and differing geographical
regions.  For a market that is approaching the beginning of its anticipated hyper-curve – the
emphasis for growth lies with flexibility.  Operators, phone manufacturers and device makers all
need to address the continuing and complex issue of multi-standards.  This holds true especially for
Europe.  With speculation rife about the future of standards such as DVB-H, DAB and DVB-T, and
rising consumer demand for converged multimedia entertainment devices, the multi-standard
approach represents an ideal platform for growth – enabling players to adapt to changing standards
and technologies without impacting their initial R&D costs.  For European players, a multi-standard
chip controls the risks and maximizes the potential opportunities – representing a win-win model for
future growth.

Alon Ironi has 15 years of experience in fabless IC management, product roadmap
definition and strategy, SoC architecture and design, and building and maintaining
commercial relationships with Asian customers.  Over the years, he has been CEO
of Emblaze Semiconductor Ltd., Entrepreneur in Residence at Concord VC, General
Manager of Zoran Israel, and VP Engineering of Zoran Corporation in charge of the
overall engineering activity of Zoran worldwide.

Mr Ironi is experienced in leading the entire activity of a fabless IC company, includ-
ing building its vision, mission, strategy and daily tactics and revenue generation.  He
has proven records in building partnerships with market leaders (e.g., cellphone plat-
form providers).  He holds a BSEE (Cum Laude) from the Technion (Israel Institute of

Technology) and completed the MSEE programme at Santa Clara University in California.
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Viewers who have invested in high-quality HD receiving equipment have problems
with audio-video synchronization in the home – due to the processing delays
introduced by modern LCD and plasma displays.  Set-top boxes often provide
controls to manage this, but viewers have no way of calibrating the settings easily.

Consequently, the BBC set out to help them by broadcasting a synchronization test
signal, as well as undertaking a full review of multi-channel audio in the production
and broadcast signal chains.

High-Definition (HD) television is becoming increasingly popular around the world and, to augment
its higher resolution pictures, it often comes with multichannel audio or surround sound.  The BBC
launched a trial HD channel in May 2006, which became a full service in December 2007.  BBC HD,
in common with all current HD services in the UK (Sky and Freesat on satellite, and Virgin Media on
cable), uses Dolby Digital as the primary emission audio codec – both for stereo programmes and,
where available, 5.1 surround sound.

Dolby E is used by the BBC for delivering audio through the production and distribution signal
chains – for transporting the larger number of audio channels and metadata which are required for
Dolby Digital transmission.   Some months after the start of the broadcasts, however, the technology
was still proving temperamental in use; while, generally, we were broadcasting without major prob-
lems, small troubles such as audible artefacts at junctions and audio-video synchronization issues
were cropping up and, occasionally, larger problems caused more high-profile on-air difficulties.  A
review of the use of Dolby E throughout our workflows was therefore initiated, with the aim of exam-
ining the problem areas and resolving the issues we were encountering.

Additionally, viewers who have invested in high-quality HD receiving equipment have problems with
audio-video synchronization in the home – due to the processing delays introduced by modern LCD
and plasma displays.  Set-top boxes often provide controls to manage this, but viewers have no way
of calibrating the settings easily, and so the BBC set out to help them by broadcasting a synchroni-
zation test signal.

This article looks at the difficulties surrounding audio-video synchronization (lip-sync) through the
delivery chain and in the home.  Further information on these issues and a full discussion of the
other outcomes of the Dolby E review – such as those involved with metadata, system timing and
monitoring – will shortly be published in a BBC Research & Development white paper at:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/rd.

Audio Delays
Managing

and Lip-Sync for HDTV
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Broadcast infrastructure in the BBC
Much of the difficulty in managing the implementation of a new technology across wide areas of the
broadcast infrastructure lies in co-ordinating the efforts of disparate technical departments.  In the
modern BBC, as with many other broadcasters, the problem is compounded by the fact that large
swathes of the distribution infrastructure are handled by external organizations.  The path of a live
high-definition outside broadcast (OB) is summarized in Fig. 1, while the corresponding companies
involved are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The major areas can be summarized as follows:

Outside Broadcast – run by one of many OB companies, one common example being SIS
Live, formerly BBC Outside Broadcasts.  Additionally, a separate links provider may be
involved.

CCA – the Central Communications Area is in BBC Television Centre (TVC) and acts as the
central routing point of the distribution.

Studio – in the case of an OB insert into a studio programme, a studio in BBC Television
Centre may be involved.

Playout – Red Bee Media runs the BBC’s playout area, where schedules are managed, junc-
tions are mixed, continuity announcements are added and pre-recorded programmes are
played out.

Coding & Multiplex (C&M) – the coding and multiplex operation for digital TV is run by
Siemens and located in TVC.

Only through working with all these partners can a coherent strategy be formed for the correct
handling of Dolby E to avoid problems.

S tud io P layou t

O B C C A C & M

BBC
Resources Red Bee

SIS
or another

OB company
Siemens Siemens

Figure 2
The companies who run the various parts of the signal path

Figure 1
An overview of the signal path followed by a BBC HD OB
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An introduction to Dolby E
Dolby E is a data-stream, designed by Dolby Laboratories, which carries up to eight channels of
digital audio within a standard stereo channel (AES3), as well as transporting metadata which
describes the audio and its reproduction.  It is a professional data-stream, designed for use within
production and broadcast infrastructures – but not for use as an emission codec or by consumers. It
employs light data-rate reduction, ensuring that multiple encode-decode cycles are possible.

Dolby E is often used in conjunction with Dolby Digital, which is a consumer data-stream, also
carrying multiple channels of audio (up to six) and associated metadata, and is used as the emission
codec by many broadcasters.

The consumer metadata used in a Dolby Digital stream is carried by the Dolby E stream, along with
some additional professional metadata.  Therefore the consumer metadata can be transferred from
a Dolby E decoder to a Dolby Digital encoder, allowing metadata continuity from studio to home.

Dolby E divides audio into frames at a rate aligned with the associated video.  A Dolby E frame may
not be split or modified in any way – such as gain adjustment, sample-rate conversion or equalisa-
tion.  An incomplete or corrupt frame will not reproduce the intended audio, but will likely cause a
mute for the duration of the
frame or be interpreted as PCM
audio, causing a loud audible
“splat” in the output.  Each
frame (Fig. 3) is slightly shorter
than a video frame, allowing a
guard band to be used, and
leaving some unused time at the start and end of the frame.  The switching point used by mixers and
routers falls in this guard band, allowing switching between video sources without the corruption of
the embedded Dolby E.

Significant problems can be encountered where equipment alters Dolby E frames, or where Dolby E
is misaligned with the video, due to differing processing and propagation delays associated with
audio and video.  Seemingly innocuous devices, such as frame synchronizers, can cause problems
if not managed correctly and, while Dolby E’s frame-synchronous nature allows cut transitions
without decoding, actions such as mixing audio and adding voiceovers requires careful implementa-
tion of a decode-process-encode cycle. The details of such issues and recommendations of best
practice are outside the scope of this article but will be discussed in the associated white paper.

Synchronization in the delivery chain
Dolby E encode and decode cycles each incur a fixed delay of 1 video frame (e.g. 40 ms in a 25 Hz
system).  This means that delays have to be carefully managed, as significant audio-video synchro-
nization problems would otherwise occur, although the “round number” nature of the processing
delay makes the effects easier to manage.

In a PCM environment, it is expected that programmes will be delivered to a broadcaster with audio
in sync with the video.  However in a Dolby E system, the choice is less obvious.  There are two
main options:

In-Sync Encoded – The encoded audio lies on tape (or appears on the link) in sync with the
video.  The decode delay must be compensated for at the decode site by the use of an equiva-
lent video delay.

Advanced (decode-compensated) – The encoded audio appears one frame ahead of the
video, meaning that after the decode delay, the audio is in sync.

The BBC began by using the latter option but, in conjunction with other UK broadcasters, chose to
change to the former.  This change was motivated by a variety factors, including the ability to make

Video F ram e

D olby E  F ram e

Sw itch ing Poin t
G uard Band

Figure 3
Simplified Dolby E timing (not to scale)
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cut edits without an audio
offset.  However, the review of
Dolby E found that an adminis-
trative error had meant that one
technical area was still working
to the older standard, causing
BBC HD to have one frame of
constant lip-sync error.  This
was quickly corrected but is a
cautionary tale to those
managing Dolby E; delays must
be carefully considered!

Another potential pitfall is
ensuring no double-compensa-
tion.  Many devices which are
Dolby-E-aware, “helpfully” include a frame of video delay to compensate for the audio decoding
delay.  Such devices include de-embedders, MPEG video encoders and more.  Clearly one must
ensure that all such delays are known about.  Generally such delays will be configurable, but the
settings should be checked, because if a de-embedder has a frame of delay turned on and then a
discrete frame delay is also used, the video will be double-delayed and hence out of sync with the
audio.  The BBC often uses video delays in embedders and other equipment to compensate for
audio encode/decode delays, but crucially the corresponding audio and video delays are always co-
sited, so that a signal leaving any individual technical area (a studio, CCA, playout etc.) are in sync.

It is important to note that most broadcasters’ delivery chains accept
mixed content.  The BBC’s playout area must accept programmes
incoming with 5.1 Dolby E audio and those with stereo PCM, outputting
all programmes encoded as Dolby E (5.1 or 2.0) with appropriate meta-
data and correct sync.  Therefore the different delays through devices
must be considered for Dolby E, PCM audio, video and sometimes sepa-
rate metadata.  In attempting to track these delays, it quickly became
apparent that traditional schematics would not present the required infor-
mation concisely enough.  Hence, a simple but effective notation was
developed whereby any device can be represented as a generic block
with delays indicated for the previously mentioned four elements (Fig. 5).

Fig. 6 shows this block in use to describe a section of the BBC HD playout systems.  This area is an
excellent example of the challenges involved with managing sync.  The Dolby E decoder, for
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Figure 4
The BBC’s chosen delivery and delay solution for Dolby E
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A section of the BBC’s playout infrastructure
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example, must be carefully configured such that it passes through the PCM audio unaltered, but
delays it by the same amount as the device would delay a Dolby E stream, i.e. 40 ms.  If the decoder
is incorrectly configured, it will leave PCM audio out of sync with the video if the rest of the system is
designed to keep Dolby E in sync.

Meanwhile, the metadata for a Dolby E programme is taken from the decoder to the encoder on a
serial link, so any audio delays that occur in between these devices – i.e. in the mixer – must be
considered as they must not put the audio out of sync with the metadata.  This could cause the
metadata to be re-associated with the wrong frame of audio, causing unpredictable effects at junc-
tions.  (The mixer’s delay is low enough to be negligible in this particular case.)

Finally, the video must be delayed to match the delays in the audio chain.  This delay is applied in
the embedder, such that the embedded output is in sync.  Whilst these issues may initially seem
complex, the notation used allows simple arithmetic checks to ensure that the delays for PCM, Dolby
E, video and metadata all match.

There is no substitute for testing, however.  A test such as Probel’s VALID/VALID8, a tone & flash
test (from various devices including Tektronix monitoring equipment) or other appropriate sync tests,

should be used to ensure correct sync.  When
doing so, if the test signal needs to be encoded
to Dolby E after generation and/or decoded to
PCM for measurement, then the delays
involved in this must be carefully accounted for,
so that the readings obtained are fully under-
stood.  The diagrams produced of the BBC’s
infrastructure, and the delays involved, were
used to check and verify that the test results
were as expected, never as a substitute for
testing.

An additional problem caused by the delays of
Dolby E equipment, which may not be immedi-
ately obvious, is the latency between the router
and the mixer.  Fig. 7 shows two devices each
introducing a frame of delay between the router
and the mixer.  Because the automation

systems work in conjunction with the router and mixer to create the transitions used at programme
junctions, the effects of this delay can be problematic.

In a V-fade transition, the mixer reduces the volume of the source on the programme bus to zero
(silence), then the new source is switched onto the bus and the mixer increases the volume to full
level.  The intended effect is that the outgoing programme fades out to silence and then the
incoming programme fades in.  However, the switch from the outgoing to incoming sources happens
in the router at the same time as the mixer reaches the silence point.  If the mixer immediately
begins to fade up again, the outgoing source will be heard once more, as the latency of the de-
embedder and decoder means that the effects of the router switch will not propagate to the mixer
until 80 ms later.  The viewer hears a brief segment of the outgoing audio after they should, before
the new programme’s audio cuts in, part-way through the fade up.  Seen from the point of the mixer,
the switch appears to have happened 2 frames too late.

The solution to this problem is the switchback delay parameter of the mixer, which effectively turns
V-fades into short U-fades.  In other words the silence is held for a fixed amount of time, waiting for
the router source switch to propagate to the mixer before increasing the volume.  This is an accept-
able compromise, and is the option now used by Red Bee Media on behalf of the BBC.

Other problems of this nature are discussed in the forthcoming BBC Research & Development white
paper on the use of Dolby E but, hopefully, it has been illustrated here that the challenges inherent in
adding processing delays to a signal chain may be more complex than initially anticipated.

C orrect sw itch  poin t

Possible incorrect
sw itch  poin t

Figure 7
Switching point problems in V-fades
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Synchronization in the home
Whilst mixed audio formats in the delivery chain create lip-sync challenges for the broadcaster, the
viewer at home has a challenge of his or her own.  In a situation where a set-top box (STB) is sepa-
rately connected to a display and an audio receiver or amplifier (by HDMI and optical, for example),
the audio and video signal chains become separated.  Processing delays in one chain can therefore
cause synchronization problems and, with modern LCD and plasma displays routinely adding
anywhere up to 100 ms of delay due to deinterlacing and other processing, the user can be left with
significant synchronization errors.

Worse still, the video is late with respect to the audio.  With some simple consideration of the proper-
ties of sound and light waves, it can be seen that this is more disconcerting for the viewer than audio
being late.   Sound travels slower than light, so humans are used to the sound of an event reaching
them fractionally after the visual.  Anyone who has been to a concert in a stadium, park or other
large venue will know that the sound of the singer and the sight of their lips moving on stage (or on
video screens) are noticeably out of sync, with the audio being late.  So introducing a situation in the
home where the reverse is true – the video lags behind the audio – creates a highly unnatural effect
which is confusing to the brain.

Work by BBC Research & Development staff has investigated the difference in perception of audio-
video synchronization between standard definition and high definition.  Early results seem to indicate
that some subjects are more sensitive to lip-sync in HD, highlighting the need to minimize sync prob-
lems.  The work is presented in AES Convention Paper 7518, Factors affecting perception of audio-
video synchronization in television by Andrew Mason and Richard Salmon.

Many STBs have a configurable delay on their optical audio outputs, allowing the audio to be
delayed by increments of 20 ms (half a frame).  However with no reference signal upon which to
base their judgements, viewers are left relying on lip-synchronization in television programmes,
which is subjective, inaccurate and of course could even be wrong at the point of broadcast.  The
BBC has strict guidelines as to acceptable lip-sync but, by necessity, they are finite.  Anything within
10 ms audio early to 20 ms audio late is allowable; this is unnoticeable to the viewer in normal
circumstances, but insufficient for sensitive alignment of equipment.

BBC sync test
Given that BBC HD only broadcasts programming at certain times of the day, a decision was taken
that a sync test could be broadcast as part of the promotional loop which plays at other times.  Once
every two hours during the daytime, 90 seconds of a sync reference is played in order to allow
viewers to adjust their equipment.  The design of this test, and the process of ensuring that it was
broadcast in sync to much tighter tolerances than usual, was the subject of considerable effort.

There were some unique requirements for a sync test to be broadcast in this manner.  First and fore-
most, it should be as easy as possible to perform the test “by eye” without specialist equipment.
Additionally, in order for ourselves to be able to perform precise measurements, automated milli-
second-accurate measurements were a requirement.  Finally, it would be ideal if the measuring
device required to perform these precise measurements was electrically simple.  This would mean
that testing devices could be produced in-house, and potentially the details for how to build such
devices could even be made available to the public.

The starting point was work from BBC Research & Development, who had previously developed a
sync test sequence referred to as the digital clapperboard.  Fig. 8 shows a still frame from the modi-
fied BBC HD version of this sequence.

The signal consists of three primary elements.  The top right of the image is a bar which extends
down from the top of the screen until it touches a static line just above the centre of the image.  The
extending bar touches the line at the same time as when an audio “snap” is heard, then retreats
back to the top of the display.  The second element consists of three white horizontal lines, five video
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lines each, which appear for
one frame at the same time as
the audio snap.  Finally there is
a horizontally expanding bar
moving across a time scale
marked in video frames.  When
correctly synchronized, it
reaches the centre of the
screen at the time of the audio
snap.

The horizontal scale is best
used for measuring by eye.
One can examine the right-
hand tick mark (11 frames
audio late) and note whether
the snap has been heard
before the bar reaches this
point.  Assuming it has, move on to the next tick mark to the left, and perform the same test.  Contin-
uing in this manner, eventually a point will be reached where the visual bar touches the tick mark at
approximately the same time as the audio snap, or slightly before it.  Most users can identify the
sync offset to a precision of half a frame (20ms) precision using this method.

It is worth mentioning at this point, the origin of the audio snap.  The sound used is a recording of
two blocks of wood being banged together.  Following a series of tests at BBC Research & Develop-
ment, this was found to be the sound which was most effective for subjective sync tests, largely due
to the strong transients at the start.  Had the primary objective of this test been automated measure-
ment, it would perhaps have been easier to use an artificially-generated tone for example; however,
the requirement for “by eye” measurement made this sound the best choice.

Clearly, the broadcast of a sync test on one of the BBC’s flagship channels requires careful planning
to ensure that the test signal reaches the viewer in sync.  It would have been an embarrassing error
to broadcast a sync test which was itself out of sync.  As such, careful testing of the entire delivery
chain was undertaken to ensure millisecond-accurate timing of this signal throughout.

An electronic test device was used to provide precise measurements of the sync signal.  Using an
analogue audio input to measure the audio snap and a “light pen” to measure the horizontal white
lines which flash on a display, the offset in milliseconds between the two is derived and displayed.
Because this measuring method uses a display and a decoded version of the audio, the delays of
these devices must be carefully understood.  A CRT display must be used due to the delays
involved even in professional LCD and plasma displays, and the frame of delay from the Dolby E
decoder (if the signal is Dolby E encoded) must be accounted for.

The first challenge was to get the test signal itself inserted into the promotional loop with perfect
synchronization.  The sync test signal was produced and laid to tape.  It was then ingested in the edit

suite, and inserted into the
promotion by the editor.  Once
the video edit was completed,
the promotion was transferred
to the dubbing suite for the
audio finishing.  From there the
whole loop was Dolby E
encoded and laid back on to
tape (with a frame of video
delay used to compensate for
the Dolby E encode, of course).
This tape was taken back to the
edit suite where it was played

Figure 8
The BBC HD sync test
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Figure 9
Producing a sync version of the HD promotional loop
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and measured, producing a
sync error value which was
taken back to the dub in order
for the audio offset to be
adjusted accordingly.  The
reason for this back-and-forth
action was that an HD CRT was
only available in the edit suite
(so reliable measurements
could only be made there),
whereas the only place where
sub-frame timing adjustments
could be made was the dubbing
suite, whose systems allow the
audio to be moved in samples.
Eventually, a full copy of the
promotional loop was available
on-tape and measured to be in
sync.

Next, the playout chain was tested.  The tape was ingested into the playout server, and various
measurements taken along the playout signal chain, within the playout centre and down-stream in
the Central Communications Area.  The emission coders could not be tested on-air as this would
potentially involve broadcasting the signal out of sync, so a duplicate set of encoders at BBC
Research & Development’s Kingswood Warren (KW) site were used to perform the measurements.
The playout and delivery chain was found to be in sync to a tolerance of less than 2 ms, although the
emission coders did introduce some offset.  The measured value of this offset was used to adjust the
video delay applied in the on-air coder, and we were ready to broadcast the test.

There is an old adage in broadcasting that people claim a signal was “alright leaving me”, implying
that any error was caused at the receiving end.  The desire for the BBC HD sync test was to go a
step further and ensure it was “alright arriving at you”.  In other words, the signal was required to be
correctly timed when received off-air.  To verify this, the sync test signal was broadcast and meas-
ured off-air at Kingswood Warren.  This test used the most reliable and precise measurement
possible; a transport stream analyser was used to examine the Presentation Time Stamp (PTS)
values of the MPEG transport stream, allowing identification of the exact timing of the video flash.
Because a PTS covers only one video frame but multiple audio samples, the PTS of the start of the
audio snap was not sufficient to make the corresponding audio measurement.  However, by exam-
ining the decoded waveform, the exact audio sample number within the PTS block could be found
and, (knowing the audio sampling rate used), the time difference between the snap and the flash
could be precisely measured.  The off-air test revealed this offset to be 0.9ms, an excellent result.

BBC HD continues to broadcast this sync test multiple times daily, so audiences now have a way to
test the synchronization of their home equipment.  The test has been explained in blogs by both
myself and Andy Quested, head of technology for BBC HD, and the response from viewers has
been overwhelmingly positive.  Additionally, it has generally led to a reduction in the number of
comments received about the sync of the channel and, while problems on individual programmes do
of course occur occasionally, we are confident that the channel’s broadcast chain is in sync, and we
continue to push our technology partners to verify synchronization any time any change is made to
devices in that chain, so that the synchronization remains correct in the future.

Summary
In the exciting world of High-Definition Television, many of the technologies which have made HDTV
possible – such as Dolby E for transporting audio for the broadcaster, and large-screen LCD and
plasma displays for the home – cause complexities of timing which are new to both the broadcaster
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Figure 10
Measuring sync in the broadcast chain
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and the viewer.  Only through careful consideration of the issues involved in the use of such technol-
ogies, along with thorough testing of all systems, can a successful implementation be achieved.  The
results however are worth the time and effort.  BBC HD provides top quality content to viewers in
more detail than ever before and, with high-quality surround sound, the viewing experience is more
exciting and immersive than anything previously available.  It has been a challenging journey to
make everything work well, and no doubt will continue to be so, but as HD becomes the norm in
future, the lessons learned now will be useful for years to come.
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Manfred Lielacher and Ulrich Schönfisch
ORF

ORF – the Austrian public broadcaster – started in the early 1990s to experiment with
HDTV (1250) during the Winter Olympic Games in Albertville (1992).  Further
productions followed – in cooperation with NHK, Japan – including the famous New
Year’s Day Concerts from Vienna.  Since 2004, ORF has been producing TV
programmes in HD on its own, especially major cultural events such as the
Salzburger Festspiele.

This article describes ORF’s experiences in converting to HD – particularly in relation
to the Euro-2008 football finals which were jointly hosted by Austria and Switzerland
in June 2008.

What would have been the right moment to launch an HD channel in Austria?  Usually these things
are triggered by a special event and, in the case of ORF, the initial event was the Euro-2008 football
competition in Austria and Switzerland.  In September 2007, the ORF management decided to
transmit the 2008 European Soccer Championship in high definition on one of its own channels.
The legal situation in Austria allows for only an HD simulcast of an already existing SD programme.
So the channel ORF1 was chosen for the additional HD broadcasts, because this is the channel
which carries most of the sports programming, blockbuster movies and imported series.  And that is
how ORF1HD was born.

Concepts and workflows
The aim of the project was to provide HD operation without any simultaneous SD paths.  That
means upconverting all SD material before playout.  One HD event per day would be distributed
during the inaugural phase.

These HD events would consist of live events on the one hand – especially in the field of sports –
and films (blockbusters, series, etc.) on the other hand.  In-house productions were planned for a
later phase, after the HD start.  Two major workflows were implemented for ORF1HD – a live work-
flow and a film workflow (see Figs 1, 2 and 3).

The new continuity suite for ORF1 was planned and realised in HD and is completely tapeless.  All
incoming SD material has firstly to be upconverted to HD.  At the end of the production chain, the HD
material then has to be converted into the required format for satellite distribution (e.g. DVB-S,
576i25 and/or 720p50).

HDTV
The launch of

... in Austria
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To realise the workflows, we had to choose and install different equipment types and systems in our
OB Vans, SAT uplinks, Control Room, Continuity Suite, Edit Suites, Graphics area, Storage area,
Ingest area, Playout area and so on – all within a time-frame of eight months.  Apart from an HD-
SAT Uplink and two HD-ready OB Vans, no HD infrastructure was then available at ORF.  You can
imagine what kind of a challenge we were facing !

The different coloured boxes in the diagrams are very important as they demonstrate the inhomoge-
neous codec landscape we were confronted with.  That meant a lot of encoding, decoding and trans-
coding processes, which should really be avoided as much as possible.  The FlipFactory was to
become the main transcoding engine at that time.
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Figure 1
Overview of HD workflows
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HD workflow for live programmes
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HD formats at ORF – 1080i25, 720p50
The question at the time was: what scanning format would produce the best picture quality for High
Definition?   The ORF decided to implement the 1080i25 format for acquisition, contribution and
production and the 720p50 format for distribution to the end-user.  Both formats have their strengths
and weaknesses, and both are based on relevant EBU Technical Recommendations.  But why didn’t
we go for one unified format, rather than two different formats?  The results of the intensive encoder
tests carried out by the EBU and IRT were conclusive.  We thus opted for 720p50 for distribution in
accordance with the public broadcasters in Germany and Switzerland.

Where HD production is concerned, we were convinced that the 1080i25 format was the right
choice.  The main arguments were: 1080i25 equipment was readily available from different manu-
factures and our tight schedule did not allow for any delays.  1080i25 is widely used as a contribution
format in the international arena, such as by the EBU and many rental OB Van providers.  HDTV
cameras using this format as their native resolution were readily available.  The Sony HDCAM tape
format was already in use at ORF but HDCAM-SR and its tapes were much too expensive for a
large-scale operation.  All earlier HD productions by ORF were using the HDCAM format, so there
was some HD content already in the archive.  Also, for international sales, only 1080i25 was rele-
vant at the time.

Notwithstanding these choices, our long term target is to produce HD programmes in 1080p50.

Equipment
As mentioned before, ORF had almost no HD equipment and no HD infrastructure when the deci-
sion was made to launch ORF1HD.  Because of the very short time available for implementing the
HD workflows, only a basic infrastructure could be realised, with a view to progressively expanding
the infrastructure after the initial period.  A team of experts from ORF’s planning and design division,
and from the production and maintenance departments, was founded to advise on and manage the
transition to HD, in a well-coordinated manner.  It was not possible to make extended equipment
tests and experiments, and the training period for the operators had to be as short as necessary.
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Consequently, we chose components, devices and systems that we already used for SD production
and which were familiar to us (see Table 1).  Nearly all of them were also available in HD.      

We had to establish an HD control room for the feed-combining, an HD continuity suite within
playout and ingest, and an HD Non-Linear Edit (NLE) Suite for post-production.  We also had to
upgrade the existing NLE equipment used for channel promotion and to upgrade our two-year-old
HD-ready OB Vans.

OB Vans
Our two OB Vans were equipped as follows:

HD or SD operation possible;
Max of  8 cameras (HDK 79EXIII);
Hybrid or Triax cabling;
SONY Switcher MVS8000GHD;
2 x EVS 6-channel XT[2]HD;
4 x HDCAM or 4 x IMX or mixed;

Dolby 5.1 (Lawo mc266).

SAT-Uplink
Uplink of 1 x HD or 2 x SD;
HD: MPEG-2, up to 80 Mbit/s;
SD: MPEG-2, 8 - 24 Mbit/s;
EDIT: EVS Cleenedit, EVS 6-channel XT[2] 
HD;
Weight: less than 3.5 tons.

Table 1
Production equipment used in the initial HD phase

Ingest & Playout Thomson/GVG K2HD, AVID AirSpeed

Editing AVID-Mediacomposer/Adrenalin, ISIS (16TB), Protools, EVS XT[2]HD

Video switcher SONY MVS-8000GHD, N-Vision NV5000-XP-HD

Router EVERTZ EQX-System, N-Vision NV9000 System

Camera IKEGAMI HDK-79EXIII / CCU 890

Format converter Snell&Wilcox Alchemist Ph.C HD, EVERTZ 7710XUDC-AES4-HD

Visualizing VIZ-TRIO HD / VIZ HD

Compositing FinalCutStudio HD

VTR HDCAM (HDCAM-SR)

File-format conversion Telestream FlipFactory
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Control room
Complete tapeless operation / 1080i25;
SONY MVS-8000GHD;
EVERTZ-Router EQX 576 x 576
(used: 270 x 324);
3 x VIZ-TRIO HD;
4 x Stills Stores (VIZ-HD);
1 x HDCAM + 2 x IMX for emergency and 
recording.

Continuity Suite
Complete tapeless operation / 1080i25;
N-Vision NV5000XP HD Mixer and NV9000 
System Router;
3 x VIZ-TRIO HD;
4 channels K2 HD for playout;
Harris Automation;
Dolby 5.1 / Dolby E.

K2 – Playout and Ingest Server
Full redundancy (mirrored system);
HD: 100 Mbit/s MPEG-2 I-Frame;
SD: 50 Mbit/s MPEG-2 I-Frame;
460 hrs storage capacity (100 Mbit/s);
2 x HD IN;
14 x HD OUT;
32 x SD IN/OUT.

Experiences
As with all major installations, there is never a direct path to success without encountering any prob-
lems.

The tight schedule made it necessary for us to completely trust the manufacturers … but sometimes
during the eight months, that was not very easy.  As often happens with new products, we had some
teething troubles.  But with the help and support of the manufacturers, we were able to solve most of
the biggest problems.  Additionally, we were on a very tight budget – but this seems to be the norm
nowadays.

In the consumer market, the number “720” sounds a lot less than “1080” and not many consumers
know the difference between “interlaced” and “progressive”.  Most home equipment (satellite
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receivers, flat-panel displays, etc) need to be set up properly – otherwise, the video quality will not
be as good as what it was meant to be.  You just need to look at the array of flat-panels in a large
non-specialist TV shop to see that, without proper setting up, there can be signifiacant picture-
quality differences between the brands and models.

It is important to be careful in using up- and down-converters.  Every conversion leads to a loss of
picture quality.  The high performance of Alchemist from Snell&Wilcox worked nearly perfectly, but
visual elements like the vertical lines of a football field, created incredible visual distortions in SD.
The possibilities of controlling this were not sufficient.  Software changes were necessary.  We are
still today working with the beta software version.

The inhomogeneous codec line makes transcoding a necessity.  This can result in possible conver-
sion artefacts.  But a transcoding platform is to be installed at ORF.  We use the FlipFactory as a
central element in our HD tapeless workflow.  This inhomogeneous codec landscape makes the
launching of a tapeless workflow in HD more difficult than in SD.  But on the other hand, there is a
chance to introduce tapeless operation.  The VTR technology on the market is not a real alternative.
The manufacturers have to be persuaded to develop devices and systems that allow the use of
unique codecs within our workflow.

VITC is not well supported in the HD domain and we had to add some TC inserters because we
need VITC for subtitling, for instance.

Of course the picture quality starts with the camera, the control interface and the monitors – which
are changing from CRT to TFT panels.  This is forcing the camera control operators, for example, to
find the right aperture adjustment for the cameras.  The aperture is very critical, because we use a
CRT class 1 Monitor for camera matching.  On such a monitor, a wrong aperture is not visible, but
on an LCD or Plasma monitor it could look terrible.  So an additional LCD monitor for the camera
control operator is very useful for checking the picture quality.

Large TV screens require better frame-stability from the original camera, so it is important to take
steady shots when using portable/handheld cameras.  You must also take care of the lip synchroni-
sation throughout the whole signal chain – which leads to more timing delays.

Support for Dolby E is often insufficient.  Many devices or systems do not, or incorrectly, support
Dolby E.  The special problem here is the alignment of the guard interval that is mostly not
redeemed.  The results are disruptions, which don’t sound very good.  The Alchemist, for instance,
is not able to handle the alignment correctly.  Therefore, we obtained additional devices from
Snell&Wilcox to install a workaround.  We hope to have the Dolby E option soon.  The AVID
AirSpeed can’t play out an HD signal with Dolby E, the FlipFactory was not able to transcode an HD
file (from a Quicktime Reference File with Dolby E) to a GXF file for playout on a K2.  However, 16-
bit Dolby E is now possible and 20-bit Dolby E is in the process of development.

In order to increase HD and HD material awareness, you must make sure you work hand-in-hand
with the programme and marketing departments.  This means creating awareness of original HD

Abbreviations
720p/50 High-definition progressively-scanned TV

format of 1280 x 720 pixels at 50 frames per 
second

1080i/25 High-definition interlaced TV format of 
1920 x 1080 pixels at 25 frames per second, 
i.e. 50 fields (half frames) every second

1080p/50 High-definition progressively-scanned TV
format of 1920 x 1080 pixels at 50 frames per 
second

AVC (MPEG-4) Advanced Video Coding, part 10 
(aka H.264)

CRT Cathode Ray Tube

DVB Digital Video Broadcasting
http://www.dvb.org/

DVB-C DVB - Cable
DVB-S DVB - Satellite
DVB-T DVB - Terrestrial
GXF General eXchange Format
LCD Liquid Crystal Display
NLE Non-Linear Editing
OB Outside Broadcast
TFT Thin-Film Transistor
VITC Vertical Interval Time-Code
VTR Video Tape Recorder
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content, deciding on how best to apply HD branding on the screen
(the HD channel logo).

When using HD copies from the rental companies, you have to
factor in extra charges, which means a flexible budget planning.  In this changing environment, it is
necessary to find the right mix of SD material – upconverted – in the HD programme stream.  There
is of course a visible quality difference between the SD and HD material but it is hardly noticeable if
good original SD material is used.

Austrian market
Austria has 3.2 million households and around 150,000 HD set-top boxes are in use.  This compares
with a figure of 1.5 million HD-ready flat-panel screens already sold on the market.  In addition to
satellite distribution, HDTV is offered via digital cable networks in high density areas.  We do not
broadcast HD on the terrestrial DVB network.

Next steps
Having mastered the Euro-2008 and, more recently, the Olympic Games from China, we are keen to
start increasing the daily number of HD programmes we broadcast, currently running at just one per
day.

Major sports events – such as the Olympic Games, the Champions League and the skiing slalom in
Schladming – are of course already produced in HD (usually by a host broadcaster).  Blockbuster
films and popular TV series (bought in) are also nowadays in HD.  But our aim was to start broad-
casting internally-produced HD as soon as possible.

Our top TV spring event – “Dancing Stars”, a live show – started this March for the first time in HD,
thus launching our in-house HD productions.  We want to continuously expand our inventory of HD-
enabled equipment, cabling, studios and other production facilities – as part of the regular renewal
process – but this of course will depend very much on the financial situation, going forward.
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ORF1HD receiving data 
Distribution via DVB-S on ASTRA TP57 (f = 10,832 MHz, SR: 22,000, FEC: 5/6, pol.: hori-
zontal) and also via DVB-C;
Compression format: MPEG-4 AVC H.264 HP@L4 (14 Mbit/s);
Distribution format: 1280 x 720p50;
Conditional Access: cryptoworks;
DRM: Copy protection must be possible;
Audio: 2 x PCM, Dolby AC3 Multichannel Audio;
HD content: live sports events, movies and series, TV shows.


